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Ahmad—This paper examines me inductive rnlererroe ut a complex grammar with neural networks—specifically, the task considered

rs that or lralnirlg a network to olassily natural language sentences as grammatical or ungrammatical. thereby exhibiting the same kind

nt dlscnmmamry power mai/idea by the Principles and Parameters tingnistic framework, or Governmentandeinding theory. Neural

networks are trained. without the division into learned vs lnnale componems assumed by Chomsky. in an anemone produce the same

ludgmenls as native speakers on sharply grammaticallungmmmaucal data. How a recurrent neural network could possess lrnguistrc

caoability and the properties ol various common recurrent neural network aroiirlectures are drscrtssed.1'he problem emails lrainlng

behavror which is olten not present With smaller grammars and training was initially omicult. However. alter implementing several

techniques aimed at rmprovrng the convergerm ol the gradient descent backpropagalron-llrmugh—ume training algorithm. significant

learning was possible it was mund that certain amhnectures are belief aisle to learn an appropriate grammar. The operation or the

networks and their naming is analyzed. Finally. the exlmctlon cl rules in the form or deterministic rrnr‘le state automala IS investigated.

index Tarmsrflscurrent neural networks, natural language processing, grammatical rrrlerertoe. governmentannlnmng theoryi

gradient descent. simulated annealing. prrnciplesandpararneiers iramewont. automate exuacuon.

1 INTRODUCTION

nis paper considers the task or classily'ing natural

language scnienccs is grammatical or ungrammarirol.

We attempt tu train neural network, without the bifurca-

tion into leamud vs. innate compolran assumed by

Cliom<l<y, to producc the some )udgments us native

speakers on sharply gmmmnrical/ungrammaiicni darn.

Only recurrent lwural networks are investigated tor

computational reasons. Cnmpulationally, recurrent neural

network: are mnrc powerful than f(‘edforward networks

and some recurrent flTCthfiul‘t‘S have been shown to be at

least Turing equivalent (53;, 154]. Wc investigate thu

purporting oi various popular recurrent neural network

architectures, in particular Elman. Namrldm and Purchaser

atlly (Nkl’), and Williams and Zipsor M&Z) recurrent

networks, nnd also Frascnni—Cnrl«50da (BSS) locally recur-

rent networks. We find that both Elman and W&Z recurrent

neural networks are able to learn all appropriate grammar

after implementing techniques ror improving the conver-

gcntc or the gradicnt descent based backpropdgation-

through-time training dlgonthm. We analyze the operation

or the networks anti rm-esilgart» a ruin npproximotion oi

what the recummt netwurk has lCarldespccifically. the

extraction of rules in lhc form 0f determim '21: fmite state

nutrirnnta.

Prev-mm work [38! has cnmparcd neural networks with

other machine luamlng paradigms on this problem—this

wart tonnes on recurrent neural networks, investigates
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additional networks, analyzes the operation or the networks

and the training algorithm, and investigates rule extraction.

'nirs paper is organized as follow. Section z provides the

motivation ior ihr task attempted. Section 3 pnivides o hrict

introduction to formal grammars and grammatical inter.

encc and describes the dam. Sectmn 4 lists the recurrent

neural network models investigated and provides details 01

the data encoding for the notworka Section 3 presents the

results of investigation into various training heuristics and

investigation ot training with simulated annealing. Section o

presents the main results. and simulation donuts and

investigates the operation or the networks. Thr- extraction

0f rules in the form of deterministic finite state automatn

investigated in Section 7 and Section 5 Presents a discussion

nf the results and conclusions.

  

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Representational Power

Natural language has traditionally been handled using

symbolic computation and mm.—‚ne processes. The mmt

successful stochastic language models hai-e been based nn

Brille—state descriptions such as mgmms or hidden Markov

mndels. HOWCVL’T, finite-state models rill-mot mpmsent

hierarchical structures as found in natural language] [451.

in the past few ycars, several recurrent neural network

architectures have emerged which hm been used tor

grammancal intarence 19}, im, [191, [20), lost. Recurrent

neural networks have been uwd for several smaller natural

language problems, e.g., papers using the IElman network

(or natural language tasks include: {I}, [12}, {24], [58], {59],

Neural network models have been shown til be able h

l. The innnnnnlnnr— rmstimnllun algorithm it «in eilt-n „„ or timer,

‘Vlarkov mrldcls tnlcnrltti to be useful tor ltornrng hirrn n lin—. systemsm ‘r

alglmthm u rrrrn-ntly only prrctrort Mr Manni» man grammars WL 7‘

«aluminium; r‘ am less

 


